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Health Concepts Food & Drink Nutritional 

supplements 

 

Mind Body Tools 

No such thing as ‘good’ or 

‘bad’ foods – only foods to 

help your personal symptoms.   

Protein in the morning 

to strengthen & stop 

cravings 

 

Stimulate 

digestion with 

apple cider 

vinegar.   

Always try the simpler and most 

enjoyable method first.   

 

Online store & bitters   

 

This month is going to be about strengthening – building a strong and satisfied body.  To feel the strength and 

satisfaction, enjoy protein for breakfast.  If you don’t have sugar cravings then poached eggs with toast and greens; 

chicken soup with big chunks of chicken; pork sausage or even fish tacos for breakfast.  If you’re feeling weak and 

have sugar cravings then make it beef – ground in a patty or thin sliced steak from the night with tomatoes.   

Think outside the box and have dinner for breakfast.   

 

This is part of a building plan, preparing for a cleansing plan without any cravings and deprivation next month.   

Don’t let my focus on protein scare you – it won’t last forever and it will feel great! 

 

Simply choose a protein to eat within 2 hours of waking in the morning.  Maybe you’re already drinking a big glass 

of water and maybe you’ve added apple cider vinegar to that water to help digest this weeks protein breakfast.  

 

At this point it doesn’t matter what you eat with the protein – toast, sautéed greens, tortilla’s.  Each week this 

month there’s one protein breakfast recipe to experiment – either follow the recipe itself or glance at it and let your 

own imagination take over in the kitchen while adding an animal protein for strength and satisfaction.  

 

The goal here is to really feel the affects of eating a big strong protein breakfast.   

 
 

Task – Eat protein (eggs, chicken, fish or beef) within 2 hours of waking.  
 

 


